International Tourist Guide Day on February 21st, 2015

30 years existence of World Federation of Tourist Guide Associations, the inauguration day is celebrated around the world as the INTERNATIONAL TOURIST GUIDE DAY. We promote our area specificity and qualification, our professionalism and humour, cultural sensitivity and factual commentaries. We enjoy our work and want to show all our guests what we have to offer, on coach tours, city walks, museums, in nature observation and upon other occasion. The qualified guide will be your interpreter for the National or Regional Heritage; by visiting unknown places with a specialist you will understand better the customs and traditions of the visited site. Presentations of our colleagues from A – Z, around the globe and in all variations: Come along and enjoy this treat!

We are the Professionals; qualified tourist guides treat you with

**Responsible Care for Each Other and Our Regional Heritage**

Felicitas Wressnig, WFTGA President